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Dear Peter,

A couple of monthm prior to my departure for Imtanbul from the United
States, it was m privilege to have lunch at the Institute for Advanced
Studies with Bernard Lewis, author of The Emergence of Modern Turkey, and
perhaps the ablest historian of the Middle East now alive. At one point in
the conversation, took the opportunity to ask. him whe.the thee was any one
topic that was so delicate that should refrain from raising it with Turks
until knew them easonably well. He eplied without any sign of hesitation
that thee were, in fact, two such topics--Marxism, and the national
minD, aries.

On both counts, as soon found out, Profesmor Lewis was correct.
Marxism-was an important force in Turkish intellectual life in the l?70s, and
it had a considerable and growing influence in the universities, in the press,
in the labor unions, and in the Republican People’s Party lead by the
democratic socialist BOlent Ecevit. The military officers who seized power in
1980 blamed the anarchy of the preceding period in part on the hosts of young
Marxists turned out by the universities; and, at the time of the coup, they
moved swiftly to purge those universities of leftists and to aest and
imprison Marxist scholars, journalists, labor union officials, and politicians
whose activities they thought a danger to the maintenance of public ode.
Many of these individuals remain in the armys custody today, and that fact
has much to do with the half-hidden feas so evident among the young scholars

encounter at cocktail parties and on the university campuses. All of them
have fiends and acquaintances who ae still in jail awaiting tial o
elease; many fea that thei own past associations will soon eturn to haunt
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In one regard, the problems with the minorities are iilar. In eastern
Turkey along its borders ith Iran Iraq and 8yria there i a sizeable
Kurdish population. Unlike the Breaks and the Areenian= the Kurds have never
been given otcial recognition as a protected minority. Under Ottoman rule
because the Kurds were Moslems, their status was no different roe that o
their Turkish-speaking neighbors; they ere not then, in any meaningful sense,
a minority at all. In the 1920s, all o this changed. Atatrk’s oundation
o Turkey as a secular republic resulted in the abolition o the Caliphate,
the disestablishment o Islam, and the reconstruction oT the political
community on a national (as opposed to religious) oundation. In practice,
this made o the Kurds a minority. But the leaders o the new regime ere
acutely aare that the bulk o the Kurdish population was concentrated in a
particular region, and they were rightly earul that oicial recognition o
the Kurds a a minority ould be the irst step in a process leading to the
establishment o an independent Kurdestan; so, AtatOrk and his ministers chose
to treat the Kurd as i they were in act Turkish. Indeed, to thi day, the
Kurds are called--in oicial parlance--"the mountain Turks."

Not so long ago scholars enjoying the government’s avor were spilling
reat deal o ink in atteptinGI to demonstrate that the Indo-European language
spoken by the Kurds is in reality a dialect o Turkish (which is o
related to Finnish Hungarian Mongolian Korean and Oapanese--and is not
Indo-European at all). Little is said on that subject now, but the Kurds
Turkey are still not allowed to publish anything in their on language; and
the language o education--even at the elementary level--is always Turkish
never Kurdish. In a haphazard and ineTectual Tashion the government
intent on making them Turks. From ties to tiee or one reason or another
the more arlike among the Kurds o Turkey ollo the example set by any
their ellow Kurds in Iran and Iraq and rise up in rebellion. During the
period o the anarchy there was considerable violence in the areas inhabited
by the Kurds--and the troubles have not ceased. In such matters the
here is allowed to,report only what the military allows it to report--but
occesionally one learns o Turkish soldiers being killed by bandits or
guerrillas in the eastern provinces.

The Areenian are another sitter. There is at least one renian village
surviving in Anatolia, and there ay be sore. But like the reeks the
renian reining in Turkey are nearly all concentrated in Istanbul! they do
not pose a threat to the territorial integrity o the state. Thus: i the
situation o the Armenians remains a delicate topic here, it is because o the
activities oT those within the Armenian diaspora abroad. Those activities
ae, in turn, lin.ked with events that took place seventy years ago and moe.



Nearly a decade has passed since the historian lwynne Dyer set out to
review the evidence available regardin the massacres su{{ered in the 1870s
and again in 1915 by the Armenian population o{ eastern Anatolia. he began
her review o the secondary literature with the ollowing observation.

Any historian who has to deal with the last years o the Ottoman
Empire will sooner or later ind himsel wishing desperately that
the aic could be cleaed on the subject o the Ottoman Armenians
in the late nineteenth and early tentieth centuries, and
especially the deportations and massacres o 1915. Amenians the
victims o a national trauma comparable in this century only to
that o the European e#s cannot stop emembeing and their
conviction that the destruction o the Ottoman Armenians was the
unprovoked esult o cold-blooded calculation by the Turkish
8overnment is largely accepted in Europe. The
Turkish reaction has been to ty to orget the whole episode and
when that becomes impossible to seek complete ustiication
the holocaust in allegations o wholesale disloyalty, treason and
revolt by the Ottoman hrmenians in the gravest crisis in the
history of the Turkish nation--allegations wholly true as ar as
Armenian sentiment went, only partly true in terms o{ overt acts,
and totally insufficient as a justification {or what was done.

She goes on to mention two partial exceptions to the rule (one Turk and one
Armenian) but then adds that "the great majority o Turkish and hrmenian
historians remain rozen on this issuein: the attitudes their predecessors had
already adopted by 191a. The succeeding years have provided much diversion to
attract public attention elsewhere, but still the barrage o accusations and
counter-accusations rolls on, no longer in the oreground o public debate but
conducted with undiminished vigour in terms entirely unchanged over hal a
century. "I

Swynne Dyer’s description o the character of the bulk o the scholarship
dealing with the rmenian question is impeccable, hat is perhaps most
astonishing about it is the manner in which even able and balanced scholarly
presentations are sometimes quite unexpectedly interrupted by the assertion o
bizarre conclusions in no way ustiied by any o the evidence presented. Let
me take one example. Twenty-two years ago Louise Nabaldanian published a
book on the rise o Armenian nationalism in the 1?th century and on the
revolutionary movements it spawned. It is a perfectly competent, if somewhat
dull scholarly monograph. At one point she describes the capture by Ottoman

1. 8wynne Dyer, "Turkish ’Falsifiers’ and Armenian ’Deceivers’: Historiography
and the Armenian Massacres," Middle. Eastern Studies 12 (I776) 99-107.



soldiers o some Armenian revolutionaries associated with the Armenakan
Paty. The event took place in 1889. These Amenians had attended a
conspiratorial gathering ust across the border in Persia; and now, disguised
in Kurdish garb they were making their way back bringing guns and ammunition
t-o their comrades in eastern Anatolia. lhen stopped by the Sultan’s soldiers,
they eused to surende their weapons, and thee was an echange o/ ire.
One o the Amenians was killed! one was captured and later tortured to
death--while the third managed to escape. Un/ortunately, he left a diary
behind that revealed (and perhaps exaggerated) the size and seriousness o the
Armenian revolutionary movement then in existence. In response Sultan AbdOl
Hamid II took steps to head of any Armenian uprising that might come about.
In particular, he ordered the creation of irregular Kurdish cavalry units
modelled on the Cossacks used so eectively by the Russian army. These

Hamdie. were subsequently given relatively /tee rein in the eastern
povinces, and in the 1870s they preyed’on the various Amenian villages o
the egion. On a number o occaions they committed massacre within those
villages--and did so with impunity.

Louise Nabaldanian lays out the evidence linking the capture o{ the three
members o{ the Amerakan Party with the policy adopted by the Sultan and then
adds a startling conclusion--which she does nothing to prove.

The represssive me.asurez o{ the government were part o{ a program
that went beyond the stamping-out o{ revolutionaries. It became
apparent that the Porte as part o{ its plan {or Islamic revival,
had intentions o{ placing all Armenians--men women, and children,
both guilty and innocent--into a single category marked /or
extinction. The Porte aimed at the destruction o{ the whole
Christian nation. In pursuit of this cruel policy a series of
organized massacres commenced in 1894 and continued through 1895
and 1896. Thousands o{ unarmed Armenians were the helpless victims
o{ these brutal crimes. The exact number o{ dead cannot be
accurately determined, but the numbers vary from conservative
{igures o{ about 50000 to as high as 300000 persons.

That there were massacres there can be no doubt. It is possible that as many
as 50000 were killed in all; there may even have been more death than
that--though not anything like 300,000. But there is not a shred o{ evidence
to indicate that the Sultan, the Grand Vizier, or any o{ the other leading
o{{icials o{ the Ottoman regime had decided to place "all Armenians--men
women and children, both guilty and innocent--into a single category marked
{or extinction." Nor do the events o{ the 1870s justi{y this supposition.
They do suggest, however, that the Sultan and his advisors were willing to
employ indiscriminate terror in order to retain control over an increasingly
restive Christian population within their domain.

2. Louise Nabaldanian Thee Armenian Revolutionary Movement: Thee e_v?l_0pment o.__
Armenian Political Parties through the Nineteenth lentury_ (Berkeley I?:3) 102.
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II

That population wa spread over a vast area. Even before the Ottoman
conquest of the Armenian plateau a great number of Armenians had moved out o
their ancestral homeland. Some settled in Constantinople; others shifted to
Cilicia on the Mediterranean coast. There was also a substantial Armenian
presence to the West of the Armenian plateau in the area to the south of
Trebizond. At on point, thi region--lik the Armenian plateau and
Cilicia--had been ruled by Armenian princes. It was for this reason sometimes
calld Lemr Armmnla.

After the Ottoman conquest, th Armenian diaspora grmw--am many of these
monophymite Chrimtian, like their counterpartm among the 6rek Orthodox and
the ews, took advantag of th Homlem disinclination for banking, commrcm,
and the industrial arts and adopted theme professions themselves, In tim,
these Armenians bankers, traders and atisans came to be a pop almost
indispensable to the Ottoman regime, They were dubbed by the Ottoman ruling
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elite the millet-i sadika--"the loyal nation"--and they became even more
prominent ater the 1830s, when the emergence o a Christian kingdom in Greece
caused the Sultan and his advisers to treat with increasing distrust the
Greeks who still lived within the Ottoman Empire. By the late 1?th century,
every third Ottoman o/iial is thought to have been an Armenian; and members
o the millet-i sadxka could be ound in virtually every corner o+ Asia
Minor. In act, the Armenian opulation was thicker on the ground in the

Ottomanprovince (vilyet) o+ Izmit in Asia Minor opposite Istanbul than in
the vilayets o Si-a-- MamuretLlaziz, Erzurum, Diyarbakr, and Van. O/ the
Ottoman provinces encompassing the ancient centers of Armenian settlement,
there was only one--Bitlis--with an Armenian population density even remotely
approaching that o zmit in the ar Nest.

1.5-2.4

Anatolian Provinces. Armenians Per Square Kilometer in 1912.

The Armenians er not alone in bing geographically mobile. Over the
centuries great numbers o+ Kurds and Turks had come to live among them; and
in the nineteenth century, to sets o+ events added to the nuaber o+ Moslems
residlng in eastern Anatolia. As the Ottoman Empire in the Balkans gradually
gave way, Moslems led /tom the newly established Christian realms o the
region to Asia Minor--where the Ottoman government aided them in inding
land. At the same time, the Russians gradually conquered the Transcaucasus,
causing thousands o Turkish-speaking Moslems rom the area to seek re(uge in
the Ottoman realm. Not a ew Armenians crossed that same border in the
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opposite direction when they ound that many o their /ellow Irmenians were
now under Christian rule. No one knows just how important these particular
shits in population were, but one act is clear. By the latter part o the
19th century the Armenians were a minority in each and every one o the
Otoman provinces. On the eve o the First World lar, they were outnumbered
in the si vila4yets that made up their ancestral homeland--and not by a small
margin. The Moslems were in the majority by a ratio o 4.5 to I.

Anatolian Provinces, Relative Numbers of Armenians, Muslims, and Others in 191..

Indeed, ustin McCarthy’s careful study o the census records roe the last
and most dependable Ottoman census--that o 1?12--indicates that i all o
the Armenians in Anatolia had moved into the six vilyets, they ,ould still
have been outnumbered by a ratio o 2.5 to I. "I all the rmenians in the

" he concludes "Muslims ould stillorld had moved to the Six Vilayets,
been a majority. There were simply too ew rmenians or a viable state.

" in Armenians in"The Anatolian Armenians, I712-1722,. See austin McCarthy,
thee Ottoman Empire and Modern. Turkey (1912-I72b) (Istanbul 1984) 17-25. All
but the first of the various maps to be found on the preceding pages are drawn
rom this article. For a more detailed analysis o the population statistics
see austin McCarthy, Muslims an Minorities (New York 1983). For reasons that
are given below, am inclined to ollow McCarthy both in discounting the
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To this conclusion Professor McCarthy might have added yet another
observation. Any serious attempt to establish an independent Armenian state
would have required the expulsion or extermination of much if not all of the
Moslem population of eastern Anatolia.

III

In the 19th century no one had precise and accurate statistics to go on,
and those intent on creating an independent Armenia were not prepared to
ackno.ledgmin public that they .re a minority in their ancestral homeland,

Some of the Armenian revolutionaries seem, nonetheless, to have recognized thm
problem. can think of nothing else that would explain why o many of them
advocated autonomy within the Ottoman Empire rather than mecemmion from it.
They knew that their countrymen comfortably ensconced in Adrianople
Constantinople Brusa and Trebizond were not about to immigrate to the
Armenian Plateau and subect themselves to relative poverty and deprivation in
an extremely harsh climate, When these revolutionaries decided to aim at
autonomy they even had a model in mind. In Lebanon the MoronS tee had
managed to achieve something of the mort not long after the middle of the
century--and they had done so with foreign help.

The strategy of the revolutionary groups was foreshadowed by that adopted
by Patriarch Nermm Varzhadbdian and Archbishop Khirimlan Hairig at the time
of the Russian defeat of Turkey in IB77-1BTB, The Patriarch actually visited
the victorious Russian general at San Stefano outside Constantinople and
sought Russian protection for the Armenians. Am a consequence, thm treaty
dictated to the Turks at San Stefano in March 1B7B provided that the Russian
troops occupying the Armenian plateau would not withdraw until the Ottoman
regime had carried out administrative reforms designed to protect the
Christian population of the region; and it give the Russians the right to
intervene again in the future to protect that population from abuse. For all
intents and purposem Armenia was to be a Ru;tin protectorate--a part of the
Ottoman Empire in name only.

Unfortunately for the Armenlanm, this treaty warn moon adead letter, its
impomltion rmndmrmd thmm mumpmctl tm abrooatlon denied them proimctlon. At
thm Conormmm of gmrlin, hmld In uly, IBTB Rummim ,am mtrlppmd of hmr po.mr
to Intervene unilaterally on behalf o@ the Armmntanml Instead, the Turks
promlmmd admlnlmiratlvm reforms--and the Concert of Europe accepted
rmmponmtbtllty (or mmmino that theme promlmmm .mrm =ctually fulfilled. In

so-called "Patriarchate Statistics" presented at the Versailles Conference by
thm Armmnlmn natlonalimtm and In muppomlng that thm Ottoman cmnmum
mtatlmtlcm--whmn corrected for the undmrcountino of women and children--arm
reasonably tellable.
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practice., thi turn of evente left the Armenians twiting lowly, lowly in
the wind. As the Duke of Agyll would late comment, "What was everybody’s
business was nobody’s business."

Ihen Archbishop Khirimian, Patriarch Varzhadbedian’s representative at
the Congress o Berlin, returned to Constantinople, he preached a sermon at
the Patriarchal Church in the Kue Kapz district. The Bulgarians had been
given a proper hearing in Berlin, he told his flock. They were invited to the
banquet table because they had bought ion spoons. But the Amenians had
been ecluded because they had bought along nothing othe than paper. The
moral of "The Sermon of the Ion Spoons" was clea to the Achbimhop’s
listeners. If the Amenians were to gain thei feedom, they would have to do
something themselves to secure it. They might even have to imitate the
Bulg.aian komitadis and the othe guerrilla bands that had been so successful
in struggling against the Tuks in the Balkans. Achbishop Khirimian’s sermon
maked the beginning of what became known as "The Fatherland Movement." Fom
that time onward, the Amenians of Constantinople began to show a gowing
interest in the welfare and education of thei fellow Amenians in the
backward regions of eastern Anatolia. The next time that opportunity knocked,
the Amenians would have iron spoons themselves.

In the last years of the l?th century there were two principal Armenian
revolutionary groups-t’he Hunchaks based in 8eneva, and the Dashnaks operating
out of Russian Armenia. The irst roup bore the nme o its journal:

HnF::a_ "The Bell." It was ostensibly Marximt and it aimed at the
establishment of an independent Amenia. The second group Was an umbrella
oganization--a federation (Dashnaktsusthiun) of valous local nationalist
groups that had gown up within the Armenian communities of the
Tanscaucasus. It was only vaguely socialist in its hetoic, and it sought
merely to force the Turkish government to install a Christian administration
in the Amenian heartland. Both goups were powefully influenced by the
rhetoric and tactics of the Russian populists--the Narodnaya Vplya. Neithe
ted to foment a war Of national libeation on a grand scale; both ecognized
that the Armenians could not achieve independence or even autonomy without
considerable outside support.

To rally their ellow /reenians both at home and abroad and to secure
eective patronage roe the European powers the Hunchaks and Dashnaks
endeavored to advertise their cause ar and tde. To achieve thi end they
employed the entire panoply o devices that movements like the Palestine
Liberation Orqanization have made so aeiliar in our own time, In Istanbul,
they organized public deeonstrations and conspired to assassinate the Sultan;
at one point, Armenian terrorists seized the Ottoman Bank and took as hostages
all those found inside. By this act, they ere able to humiliate the Sublime
Porte, to secure publication o their manifesto, and to arrange Toy their on
safe passage to the outside world. In Anatolia, the revolutionaries
encouraged the peasants and townsmen to rise up against their rulers. All of
these acts ere designed to create the iepression in Europe that the Rreenians
o the Ottoean Eepire ere bein driven by Turkish oppression to acts of
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desperation; they were intended as well to provoke the Sultan and him advisers
into reacting in a barbarous and unspeakable ashion. In this way, the
revolutionaries would make it impossible for the more comfortably situated
among their fellow Armenians to accommodate themselves to continued Ottoman
rule; in this way, they hoped also to induce the Christians of Europe to
pressure their governments into intervening in support of the Armenian

Nathan this scheme, the Armenians of the diaspora were assigned an
important role. A great many Armenians had settled in the various cities of
Europe in the course of the 19th century as their countrymen replaced the
8reeks of Farter in Istanbul as the principal traders of the Ottoman Empire
with the outside world. Many o/ these expatriates were wealthy and
well-connected; and, even before the Hunchaks and Dashnaks launched their
various terrorist campaigns, the Armenians abroad had acted to focus the
attention of the literate elite of Europe on the plight o their beleaguered
fellow Christians living under Ottoman rule. One statistic gives an
indication of the effectiveness of these efforts. In 188a, The Times of
London published fourteen articles dealing with the rmenian question; in
1887, it printed sixty-one articles of this kind; and, in 1870, one hundred
twenty-two of these articles appeared. This increase in interest preceded the
formation of the irregular Kurdish cavalry called the HamidiyR, and it
foreshadowed the dramatic coverage that the Europ|an press accorded the
massacres committed by the Hamidiy in the IB?Os

In some respects, the Hunchaks, the Oashnaks, and the other Armenian
revolutionaries were relatively successful. They did manage to gain the
sympathy of a good many of their countrymen both within the Ottoman Empire and
abroad, and they likewise contrived to make the Christians of Europe aware of
the plight of the Christians suffering under Turkish rule in eastern
Anatolia. Needless to say, these revolutionaries and their sympathizers
within the Armenian communities of the diaspora did not hesitate to invent
massacres and exaggerate the extent of those that did occur. The
anti-Armenian riots that actually tookplace in Istanbul and the massacres
actually committed by the Hamidiye lent credibility to virtually all of:the
charges made.

As a consequence, the European powers did intervene eventually to force
the Ottoman government to meet at least some of the revolutionaries’ demands.
In 1912, the 8regorian Katholikos 8evorg Vt who was resident in Russian
Armenia, petitioned the Russian government on behalf ofthe Armenians--and his

4. See Nabaldanian, Thee Armenian Revolutionary Movement pammim (amp. II0-I11,

II? IB-171). See also he relevant discussion in William L. Langer,
Oi_p:::OmaCY o__f _mperiali=m (New York 1956)

5. See Robert F. Zeidner, "Britain and the Launching of the Armenian
guestion," International ournal of___Middle East Studie 7 (1976) 465-4B3.
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petition /ell on ertile ground. At about the same time, he asked Boghos
Nubar, the son o an Armenian who had served as Prime Minister in Egypt, to
employ his connections in Europe to encourage the great powers to cooperate in
the Russian endeavor. In the meantime, the leaders o/ the Armenian community
in Istanbul did what they could to support this maneuver. Using the records
o the Gregorian Patriarchate, they prepared statistics on the size and
geographical distribution o the Armenian population within the Ottoman
Empire--statistics designed to justify the plan being devised by their Russian
patrons. That plan, when presented, called or the unification o the six
Armenian vilayets into a single province to be governed by an Ottoman
Christian or a European. There was to be an assembly representing Moslems and
Christians alike and a gendarmerie similarly composed and organized under
European oicers. The Hamidiy were to be disbanded; decrees were to be
published in Turkish Kurdish and Armenianl each community was to have its
own schools; and in the uture Moslem refugees rom abroad were barred rom
settlin in the region. A similar scheme was to be developed or Cilicia.

Tension between the Triple Alliance and the Triple Entente prevented
acceptance of the Russian proposal as outlined above, but a water.ed-down
version was eventually adopted in February, 1914. By October, this, too, had
become a dead letter. In that month, the Young Turk rulers of the Ottoman
Empire entered the First World lar on the side o 8ermany and the
Austro-Hungarian Empire’; two months laer, they launched an attack on the
Russian dominion in the Transcaucasus. In the process, they dashed Armenian
hopes and prepared the way or a bloodbath that would engul the entire
population o Asia Minor.:

IV

Initially, the Ottoman invasion o the Transcaucasus made some headway.
But Enver Papa, who was responsible or the campaign, had done little
logistically to prepare or the winter to come. The result was catastrophe:
an army undefeated in the ield succumbed to the weather and disintegrated
almost entirely. As a consequence, the way was open o the Russians to
invade the Armenian Plateau.

hen the ar broke out, the 8regorian Patriarch instructed the bishop=
and priests under his direction to hold religious services on behal O the
Ottoman homeland. The Dashnak press pinted editorials supporting the Ottoman
eot. These attempts to reduce the suspicions which the Young Tuks
directed against their Armenian subjects ere ruitless. The Ottoman

&. See Richard B. Hovannisian, Armenia on the Road to Independence: I?IB
(Berkeley 1969) passi (esp. 24-39),
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government had long employed spies Lokeep an eye on the various groups o
Armenian nationelists and the leaders o that government knew:perfectly well
that the bulk o the Armenian population sympathized with the Triple Entente.
They knew also that a number o prominent Armenians had crossed the border to
cooperate with the Russian enemy, and they were acutely aware that the
Russians ere organizing Aaenian legions intent on liberating the ancestral
homeland rom Moslem rule.

The prospect o a Russian invasion as not the only proble hich the
Young Turks aced at this time. In February 1915, the British launched an
abortive naval assault on the Dardanelles; not long thereafter, it became
evident that this assault would eventually be ollowed by an invasion by
land. Both in the East and in the Nest, the Ottoman Empire seemed to be on
the verge o collapse. It was in this situation that the Young Turk
leaders--under the guidance o Talat Papa--decided to shit at least
temporarily the Armenian population o Anatolia away rom the regions likely
to be subject to Russian invasion. They had every reason to suppose that the
hrmenians in these areas would welcome the invaders with open arms.

,lust .ht happened to the Armenians o( Anatolia as a consequence of this
and related decisions remains and will (or a long time remain a subject o(
debate, No one seriously .doubts that many o the @trmenians deported in 115
ere massacred en route, Arenien rtters claim that 1,5 million o their
countrymen ere murdered and they almost all see this as the ruit o a
long-conteapl=ted satanic plot to annihilate the entire nation, Turkish
apologists reply that the numbers are ildly exaggerated and tend to blame

soldiers) to escort the convoys o Armenian=. They also claim that in the
localities #here the Araeniinm #ere numerous, they #ere responsible for the
m=macre o( m good many Turks. N=ither c=me im entirely plausible.

The Ottoman government may have condoned or even encouraged the milsacres
which did take place but there is no reason to suppose that it tn (act
contemplated genocide, If the fear that the hrmentanm would rime up tn
support o a Russian invasion was Just an excuse or the Young Turks to
accomplish what their predecessors had been plotting for decadem they would
have included the Armenians resident in Conmtantinople and in the other
Ottoman communitiem o( Europe--which they did not do,

Nor is there any jumtificmtion (or the claim that 1.5 million Armenians
erm murdered, The Ottoman census--unlike the mt=timticm #hich the Armenian
nationalists claimed to have compiled (tom the recordm o( thm Srmgorian
Patriarchate--wam not dmvimed to prove a pointl it wam intended to give the
government the in(ormmtion it needed i( it was to levy taxes and to dra(t the
requisite number o@ moldimrm rom each locality, omen and children were

7. Sem Hovmnnimimn, Rrmmnim on thm Roadto Indmpmndenem 40-6B,
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undercounted, to be sure. But, when due compensation is made
it is possible to present a reasonably accurate account o the Ottoman
population--and that account indicates that there were a good many ewec than
1.5 million Armenians in Anatolia at the start o the war. Hhen these
population statistics are compared with the number o survivors known to have
immigrated to the United States and to vaciousEuopean countries during
ater the First WoId Wa, they indicate that the number o Armenians who
died--including those who led to Russian Rrmenia and subsequently ought in
the Rrmenian legions against the Houseo Oman--should be numbered in the
hundreds o thousands, not in the millions. In the same period, 2.8 million
Anatollan Moslems lost their lives. This Figure includes 60% o the Moslems
living in the province of Van; 40% of those living in the province O Bitli
and 30% o those living in the province o Erzurum. Durtnggthe First
ar, there was a general bloodbath on the rmenien Plateau. Many o the
rmenians who were assacred or ho died ro disease or amine while en route
to Syria or Ireq would have lost their lives i they had reained at hoe.

On the question o the massacres, something more should be said. The
most important o the documents presented at the time o/ the Versailles
Conference by Boghos Nubar end other Rrmenian spokesmen in support o the
notion that the massacres ere planned and orchestrated by the Sublime Porte
appear to be orgeries. Inded ione recent discussion o the tter by a
distinguished historian can be credited there is no shortage in the archive
o the Bublime Porte o document recording orderoSPciying that everything
possible be done to, protect those being deported. I Talat Papa and his
colleagues plotted the massacres hich did take place they probably never put
their orders in riting.

This does not mean that the Young Turk leaders cannot be held responsible
or many o the deaths which did occur, Had they really been as concerned or
the preservation o Armenian lives end property as the Ottoman documents
suggest they ould never have Ordered that hundreds o thousands o Arsenians
be dported to the deserts o Iraq and Syria, No one miliar ith conditions
in eastern Anatolia Syria and Iraq at this tie could have seriously

8. See Kemal H. Karpat "OttOman Population Records end the Census o
Znternational Oourna! o Middle East Studies 9 (1778) 237-27411881182 1893,

"ibidStanford O. ha, "The Ottoman Cen:sus System and Population, 1831 1714,
9 (1778) 325-338! end McCarthy, Muslims end Minorities.

9.See Justin McCarthy, "Foundations:of the Turkish Republtc: Social and
Economic Change," Middle: Eastern .tudi.e.. 19 (1983) 13-151.

10. See Stanford O. and Ezel Kural Shaw, Historo th Ottoman Empire and
Moder_nTurkey_ (Cambridge 1976 1977) II Reform,_Revolution, and Republic: Th
Rise of Modern Turkey, 1808-1975 315-317, and then read the exchange between
the 8haws and Rtchard K. Hovannlsian "Forum The Armenian Question,"
International Journal of Middle East tudtes 9 (1978) 79-400.



supposed that very mlny o those deported would survive the ordeal ahead o
them. Even if the Young Turkshad been intent on making adequate provisions
to eed, house and provide medical care or a population they conmtdermd
guilty o treason, the Ottoman Empire did not, in 1915, possess the requisite
resources to accomplish this task. For the rmenians o natolia the
deportation orders issued in the Spring o 115 were tantamount to a sentence
o death.

As a consequence o/ the Youn Turk decision to enter the First lorld
on the erman side, the Ottoman Empire was dismembered and the Turks very
nearly lost control o large tracts o Anatolia to the 8reeks and the
Amenians tey had once ruled. Indeed, o a brieT moment, ate a bitte
struggle and etraodinary sueing the monophysite Christians o eastern
Anatolia and the Tanscaucasus possessed a state o thei own. The Turkish
nationalist revival lead by AtatOk--in cooperation with the Bolshevik egime
which had emerged in Russia in the1ouse O the wa--was ultimately able
crush the newborn Armenian regime but the aspirations o the rmenian
people to possess a homeland o their on live on.

The Armenian revolutionaries o the late 1?th and early 20th centuries
sought to provoke the Ottoman authorities into committing acts so barbarous
and so unspeakable that the European powers would intervene on thei beha1!
in this endeavo they succeeded only too well. When contemplate the
situation o the Amenian population o Istanbul, sometimes wonde whethe
the terrorists active in the Amenian diaspora today are not attempting to
achieve the same end by the same means. In thelast decade, these terrorists
have assassinated thirty-two Turkish diplomats and international civil
servants. As best can tell vom this vantage point, the Turkish government
has behaved impeccably in reaction to these events; as Tar as I can see it
has done nothing to retaliate against the Amenian population esident hee.

lhether this will remain the case in the Tuture, one must sometimes
wonder. When the popula pess in Turkey teats the Amenian question, it
generally does so in an hysterical Tashion. The Amenian Christians o
Istanbul are citizens o the secula epublic o Turkey, but no one would
think o calling them Turks. When they serve in the army--as all citizens o
the epublic do--they ae neve assigned politically or militarily sensitive
tasks. The Turks, in general, view them as oeigners in their midst. I the

tl. See Richard 8. Hovannisian, "Armenia and the Caucasus in the enesis
International 1ournal o Middle East Studiesthe Soviet-Turkish Entente.

(1974) 77-92.
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anarchy of the late I770 ere to return life could become extremely
difficult for this particular einorityl the same could be the case if an

take oice in nkara. There re in ct only to countrie in the orld
that could hope to gain a great deal should there be a pogrom in stanbul
sufficiently barbarous to cause a serious breach between the United States and
the states o estern Europe on the one hand and Turkey on the other. t is
not ortuitous that many Turks attribute the resurgence o Armenian terrorism
in the last decade to oviet support--and to the anger caused in Sreece by the
Turkish invasion and partition o Cyprus in 1974.

Sincerely, , ,

Ptu! R, Rth
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